Advances in metastability exchange optical pumping (MEOP) at high laser powers, but also at high gas pressures and high magnetic field strengths, has provided strong motivation for revisiting the understanding of the limitations of this powerful technique. A comprehensive model has been developped for improved description of the combined effects of OP, ME, and relaxation, and of detailed MEOP features observed over the broad range of operating conditions. A brief description is provided, with illustrative comparisons of computed and experimental results. This improved tool is used to explain the excellent photon efficiency of OP obtained at all field strengths. It is combined with an angular momentum budget approach to quantitatively investigate the newly discovered strong OP-enhanced polarisation losses that currently limits MEOP performance.
Introduction
Metastability exchange optical pumping (MEOP), discovered in 1963 [1] , exclusively applies to 3 He as demonstrated by various attempts for other gases [2, 3, 4] , while spin-exchange OP (that involves an alkali vapour [5, 6, 7] ) can be used to efficiently polarise 129 Xe as well. MEOP is actually performed between two excited states of helium (Fig. 1 ). The 2 3 S metastable state, that plays the role of a ground state for the OP process, is populated by electron collisions in a plasma discharge sustained in a gas at moderate pressure (usually up to a few millibars). For the 3 He isotope in this excited metastable state, an efficient coupling between the nucleus and the electrons (the hyperfine interaction) results in a strong entanglement of electronic and nuclear spin states. Therefore the OP-enforced optical orientation of the electronic angular momentum simultaneously induces nuclear orientation as well. This nuclear orientation is transferred through metastability exchange collisions to the much more numerous atoms having remained in the true (1 1 S 0 ) ground state.
When laser light with adequate spectral characteristics at 1083 nm is used, MEOP provides very high nuclear polarisation (>0.7) with good photon efficiency (∼1 polarised nucleus per absorbed photon) [8] . Given the development of suitable high power fibre lasers [9, 10, 11] , the only drawback of this method is the limited range of operating pressures (of order 0.5-5 mbar [12] ) for which a suitable plasma can excite metastable atoms. When a higher final pressure is needed, non-relaxing compression of the gas becomes necessary and this introduces demanding requirements on the gas handling and compressing devices. However it has recently been shown that the range of operating pressures can be extended to several tens or hundreds of mbar by performing MEOP in a high magnetic field, such as the 1.5 T field of a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) system [13, 14] , and up to 4.7 T [15] . Operating at higher pressures would make subsequent compression significantly easier to perform. The first theoretical articles on MEOP were written in the 1970s [1, 16, 17, 18, 19] . At that time, OP on the 2 3 S-2 3 P transition was performed using the weak light from a helium lamp and rather low polarisations (of the order of 0.1) were obtained. Simple linearised models were sufficient to account for such pumping experiments. When laser sources at 1083 nm were developed in the 1980s, much higher nuclear polarisations were obtained. A detailed model for MEOP without restriction on the pump light intensity nor on the nuclear polarisation was then proposed [8] . It is based on rate equations for the populations of the 2 3 S, 2 3 P, and ground states, that accurately take into account the effects of metastability exchange collisions and of absorption and emission of light at 1083 nm. Correlations between atomic orientations and velocities, created for instance by a spectrally narrow laser in a room temperature gas, are also considered in this model, but only in a crude phenomenological way. This model only describes low field MEOP and it has been established and used for parameters corresponding to low pressure situations (in the mbar range) where MEOP was known to have the highest efficiency. This model has been also used to discuss OP experiments with a broadband laser [20, 21] . Extensions to specific situations have been proposed, but not fully developed, for OP in 3 He- 4 He isotopic mixtures 1 [23] and for OP in high magnetic fields [12, 13, 24] . Recently, we have developed a more comprehensive model of MEOP. It is based on similar rate equations for the populations of all Zeeman sublevels but it is suitable for arbitrary magnetic field and for pure 3 He gas as well as for isotopic gas mixtures. It provides a unified frame that is also more adequate for description of MEOP with modern, broadband fibre lasers.
The main features of this improved model are described in section 2, where it is simply used as a tool to illustrate the combined effects of ME, OP, and relaxation for conditions typically met in MEOP-based 3 He gas polarisers. Section 3 is devoted to a more global discussion of the net growth rate of 3 He nuclear polarisation in the ground state, through an angular momentum 1 OP performed on the 2 3 S state of 4 He atoms in an isotopic mixture is an efficient scheme providing high 3 He nuclear polarisations [10, 22] . It can be advantageoulsly used when the presence of 4 He is desired or is not a nuisance, e.g., for low temperature studies of polarised mixtures or for neutron spin filters applications.
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To be published in Journal of Physics: Conference Series budget that combines the photon efficiency of the 2 3 S-2 3 P transition and a total polarisation loss that only involves 2 3 S and ground state relaxation rates. Section 4 provides an example of experimental implementation and of analysis of polarisation dynamics for systematic MEOP study at low field. Comparison of measured and computed polarisations provides a clear evidence of a strong laser-induced relaxation rate that scales linearly with the absorbed light power.
Main features of the comprehensive MEOP model
The key processes in MEOP are the net transfer of angular momentum from absorbed light to spin degrees of freedom of He atoms (in the 2 3 S and 2 3 P states) and the transfer of nuclear angular momentum between ground state 3 He atoms and atoms in the 2 3 S state by metastability exchange collisions. A detailed balance with the angular momentum losses resulting from various relaxation processes is used to derive rate equations for the relevant populations: (1 ± M )/2 for the two Zeeman sublevels (m I =±1/2) of the ground state of 3 He atoms, characterised by its nuclear polarisation M , the populations of the 2 3 S metastable state and those of the 2 3 P state.
2.1. Level structure of the 2 3 S and 2 3 P states We use the notations of reference [24] where the structure and energies of the sublevels of the 2 3 S and 2 3 P states are derived for both isotopes in arbitrary magnetic field. For simplicity we only discuss two experimentally relevant limiting cases: low and high magnetic fields.
2.1.1. Low field -The 2 3 S state of 4 He has three magnetic sublevels (m S =−1, 0, and 1), linearly split at all values of the applied magnetic field B by the Zeeman energy. They are named Y 1 to Y 3 and their populations y 1 to y 3 (for all sets of populations, indices increase with increasing energies). The 2 3 P state of 4 He has three fine-structure levels with J=0, 1 and 2 (see Fig 2a) , hence nine Zeeman sublevels. There are twice as many Zeeman sublevels for 3 He due to its two nuclear spin states: six (A 1 to A 6 , populations a 1 to a 6 ) in the 2 3 S state and eighteen (B 1 to B 18 , populations 2 b 1 to b 18 ) in the 2 3 P state that has five fine-and hyperfine-structure levels (see Fig 2b) . In low magnetic field, the F =3/2 and F =1/2 hyperfine levels of the 2 3 S state of 3 He are well resolved and split by 6.74 GHz (Fig 2b) . The magnetic sublevels can be written using the decoupled basis states |m S , m I . A 1 =|−1, − and A 4 =|1, + are pure states of maximum |m F |=3/2 but the other states involve large mixing parameters θ − and θ + [24] :
Strong and maximal mixing of electronic and nuclear angular momenta occurs at B=0, with sin 2 θ − =2/3 and sin 2 θ + =1/3. The mixing parameters and the sublevel energies, as well as those of the 2 3 P 0 sublevels addressed by the C 8 and C 9 transitions used for 3 He MEOP (see Fig 2b) , linearly depend on B for low fields. The corresponding Zeeman line shifts do not exceed 30 MHz/mT and the relative changes in transition intensities do not exceed 0.6 %/mT. Given the Doppler width of the optical transitions (of order 2 GHz fwhm at room temperature for 3 He), the OP rate equations are almost field-independent up to several mT. 2 The local number density of 2 3 S atoms in sublevel Ai is nmai (nm is the number density of atoms in the metastable state and the ais are populations such that 6 i=1 ai=1). For convenience, the bjs are defined so that the number density of atoms in sublevel Bj of the 2 3 P state is nmbj. Hence the bjs are not true populations, and 18 k=1 b k <1 depends on the OP light intensity.
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GHz Figure 2 . a: Fine-and hyperfine-structures of the atomic states of He involved in the MEOP process, for the 4 He (left) and 3 He (right) isotopes, in low magnetic field (below a few 10 mT).
The resulting spectra of the 1083 nm transition (upper graphs, computed with 300 K Doppler widths and no collisional broadening) extend over ∼70 GHz when the isotope shift is considered. Optical transition frequencies are referenced to that of the C 1 line at zero field [24] . b: C 8 and C 9 lines, which are the most efficient in usual OP conditions, connect the 2 3 S 1 , F =1/2 and F =3/2 levels of 3 He, respectively, to the 2 3 P 0 level. c: Example of elementary processes considered in the angular momentum budget for C 8 OP (see text).
2.1.2.
High field -When the Zeeman energy exceeds the fine-and hyperfine-structure energy scales the angular momentum structures of 2 3 S and 2 3 P levels and the 1083 nm transition are deeply modified. Figure 3 displays the energy of all Zeeman sublevels for B=1.5 T, a field strength commonly met in MRI systems and thus of practical importance for applications to human lung MRI using polarised 3 He gas. At this field strength, only a weak state mixing remains in the 2 3 S state (Eqs. 1 with sin θ + =0.07128 and sin θ − =0.07697). The six Zeeman sublevels of the 3 He isotope levels are organised in three pairs of states ( Fig. 3 , left bottom graph). In each pair the level energy is mostly determined by the common dominant value of m S (compare with Fig. 3 , right bottom graph) while the nuclear spin projections are almost antiparallel. Similarly, hyperfine coupling only weakly mixes levels of different m I values in the 2 3 P state ( Fig. 3 , upper left graph). As a result, high-field spectra for a given light polarisation are thus composed of six main components which appear in two groups: a pair and a quartet, each group being unresolved at room temperature. These features clearly appear on the 3 He absorption spectra displayed in Fig. 4 , that are computed at 1.5 T assuming room temperature Doppler widths and no collision broadening. The strong lines in the 3 He spectra are labelled f ± n , where n=2 or 4 refers to the number of unresolved components and ± to the sign of the circular light polarisation. Weaker doublets of resolved single-component lines of interest for optical detection purpose are highlighted (two options exist for σ + polarisation). They separately address sublevels A 1 and A 2 (resp. A 5 and A 6 ) for σ + (resp. σ − ) polarised light.
Metastability exchange and spin-temperature distribution
An important feature of metastability exchange collisions in helium is that negligible depolarisation occurs during the collisions, due to the fact that all involved angular momenta
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Energies (E S /h and E P /h, in frequency units) and angular momentum projections (m F or m J ) of the sublevels of the 2 3 S and 2 3 P states of 3 He (left) and 4 He (right) at 1.5 Tesla. Energy references and state labelling are identical to those of [24] . Optical transition frequencies are referenced to that of the C 1 line in zero field [24] . Pump and probe lines relevant for high field MEOP are described in text.
are spins [25] . Introducing density operators ρ g and ρ m to characterise the spin states of colliding ground state and metastable state atoms, respectively, a ME collision where excitation is exchanged between colliding atoms can be described as:
All relevant collisions between 3 He and 4 He atoms occuring in isotopic mixtures are discussed in reference [24] . In pure 3 He, one simply has just before a collision:
and just after ME collision:
where Tr e , Tr n are trace operators over the electronic and nuclear variables respectively [19] . Indeed, ρ ′ m contains off-diagonal terms and has to be projected on the eigenstates A i to derive rate equations for the populations. These equations explicitly depend linearly on M due to the linear dependence of ρ g on M in Eq. 4. For pure 3 He they reduce to:
The ME collision rate γ e is proportional to gas pressure (3.75×10 6 s −1 /mbar in pure 3 He [26] ). The B-dependent matrices E 3 and F 3 involve the mixing parameters θ + and θ − of Eqs. 1 [24] . Given the decreasing values of these parameters at high B, several elements in the matrices decrease so as to only leave weaker couplings of order θ 2 ± . However, the ME collision rate is Preprint -April 2011
To be published in Journal of Physics: Conference Series increased at high pressures and this advantageously compensates for the weaker couplings in the ME rate equations. It can be shown that the populations of the sublevels that are coupled by ME collisions follow a Boltzmann-like distribution of angular momenta in all situations where OP and relaxation processes have negligible effect on populations. This is valid at all field strengths, and for pure 3 He as well as for isotopic mixtures [24] . Since number densities n m of atoms in the metastable state are much lower than the ground state number density N g (typically, n m /N g ∼10 −6 ), the spin temperature (ST) of this distribution is controlled by the nuclear polarisation M. Noting e β the ratio (1+M )/(1−M ) of the populations in the ground state (1/β is the ST), the populations a ST i and y ST i are given by [24] :
where m F and m S are the relevant angular momentum projections. The ST populations can alternatively be expressed as functions of M . The following formulas are valid up to B=0.1619 T:
He, m J = −1, 0, and 1. (10) Level crossings (A 4 and A 5 at 0.1619 T, A 3 and A 4 at 4.716 T [24] ) simply result in the corresponding permutation of indices in Eqs. 8 and 9 at high field strengths. The spin-temperature distribution of populations at given ground state polarisation is affected by two competing processes: relaxation in the 2 3 S state, that tends to equalise all populations, and OP, that tends to deplete the sublevels addressed by the optical transitions. They are now briefly discussed for MEOP in pure 3 He gas.
Relaxation processes
Relaxation phenomenologically describes the effect of additional processes that couple populations of different sublevels. They involve very different time scales in the two excited states:
In the 2 3 S state, collisions do not affect the orbital angular momentum L=0 and only couple populations through spin exchange (i.e., through ME that conserves angular momentum and gives rise to the contribution described by Eq. 5). Relaxation is thus usually rather slow, associated for instance with de-excitation of the atom and re-excitation in the plasma. The effect of this process on 3 He populations is taken into account in the MEOP model through:
Depending on pressure, cell dimensions, gas purity, etc., the relaxation rate γ S r is typically of order 10 3 s −1 in the 2 3 S state. A lower bound is set by de-excitation on the cell wall, which involves diffusion of metastable atoms in the gas (with a diffusion coefficient given in [27] ).
In contrast, in the 2 3 P state, J-changing collisions occur at a much higher rate, proportional to pressure and of order a few 10 7 s −1 /mbar [28, 29] . This can result in significant population
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The 2 3 P relaxation rate γ P r is expected to also scale with pressure p, and the value γ P r /p=0.32×10 7 s −1 /mbar has been recently inferred from OP efficiency measurements [30] . Equations similar to Eqs. 11 and 12 are given in [24] for the populations of 4 He atoms involved in MEOP of isotopic mixtures.
In high magnetic field, due to the deep change in the structure of the 2 3 P state sublevels, this description using a single relaxation rate may be questioned. However, for MEOP at high enough pressure, fast redistribution among sublevels can be assumed to fully equalise the populations and a simplified model can be used (see [31] and Sec. 2.4).
OP processes -A two-class MEOP model
OP promotes atoms from selected Zeeman sublevels of the 2 3 S state to sublevels of the 2 3 P state. For instance, for the simple low-field case illustrated in Fig 2c, the C 8 line with right-handed circular (σ + ) polarisation excites atoms from the A 5 sublevel (m F =-1/2) to the B 17 sublevel (m F =1/2). Radiative decay brings atoms back to the 2 3 S state with well-defined branching ratios from the B 17 sublevel (both by spontaneous and by stimulated emission, dashed lines in Fig. 2c ) and from any other sublevel that may have been indirectly populated by collisions (green arrow and dotted lines in Fig. 2c ).
The main difficulty that is met when modelling OP arises from the velocity dependence introduced by the combination of Doppler shifts and of the pump laser spectral profile. Atoms with a given velocity projection v z along the OP light beam direction constitute a velocity class for which populations are coupled by OP rate equations where the contributions of absorption and emission of light are given by [8] :
where γ=1.022×10 7 s −1 is the radiative decay of the 2 3 P state, T ij is the transition matrix element, and γ ij is the velocity-dependent OP rate of the transition A i →B j . The OP rate γ ij also depends on position r in the cell due to the transverse intensity profile of the pumping beam and to absorption along the beam path. For the case of a broadband laser of Gaussian linewidth L and intensity I(r) tuned to the centre of the Doppler absorption profile, the OP rate at low pressure is given by:
where α is the fine structure constant, f =0.5391 is the oscillator strength of the transition, m e is the electron mass, ω ij /2π is the frequency of the A i →B j optical transition,v= 2k B T /M 3 is the most probable speed (T is the temperature, M 3 the atomic mass of 3 He), and D=(ω ij /2π)v/c is the associated Doppler width. In the model, the local OP light intensity I(r) is computed from the incident laser power W las and from the beam profile, taking into account the local atomic absorption in a self-consistent iterative way (forward and back-reflected intensities are added up in case of double pass). Solving sets of rate equations for various velocity classes would be a difficult task since their populations are coupled by velocity-changing and by ME collisions, with ill-known collision rates. Instead, a coarse description with as few as two broad velocity classes is used to account for the Maxwell distribution of atomic velocities in the pumped gas: strongly pumped atoms, in the centre of the velocity distribution (with e.g. v z /v ≤ L/D), and weakly pumped atoms, in the wings of the velocity distribution. This is a crude model, however it is sufficient to capture the essential features of velocity-selective OP effects and it usually provides reliable quantitative results.
In high magnetic field MEOP is performed on one of the intense f ± 2 or f ± 4 absorption lines (see Fig. 4 ) that combine 2 or 4 components with matrix elements close to 1 and thus provide much higher OP rates than low-field C 8 or C 9 lines at given pump intensity. In high pressure situations, three elements of the model are modified: full collisional redistribution in the 2 3 P state simplifies Eqs. 13 and 14; the Doppler atomic absorption profile has to be replaced by a broader Voigt profile, which modifies the expression of the OP rate of Eq. 15 and decreases its value; fast collisional redistribution between velocity classes occurs in the 2 3 S state and reduces the velocity dependent effects of OP, that can be neglected even if single-frequency laser pump is used. The MEOP model, with fewer phenomenological parameters (γ P r and the partition of velocity classes are dropped), can thus be expected to provide more robust results.
Computed solutions of the complete rate equations at low field
In this section we quantitatively discuss the case of low pressure and low field OP that corresponds to currently operating MEOP-based gas polarisers. Specific features of high field situations [31] exceed the scope of this contribution and will be fully discussed elsewhere.
Coupled rate equations for the populations in the 2 3 S and 2 3 P state are obtained adding up the contributions of ME, OP, and relaxation (Eqs. 5, 11 and 12, 13 and 14) . Characteristic rates of evolution for these two states are set by γ e and γ, while the time evolution of the nuclear polarisation in the ground state (Eq. 18 below) involves rates typically six orders of magnitude smaller (e.g., γ e n m /N g for ME). The coupled rate equations are thus solved adiabatically, by computing (quasi-) steady-state solutions in the 2 3 S and 2 3 P states assuming fixed values of all parameters, including the nuclear polarisation M in the ground state.
The effect of the competition between ME and OP is illustrated in Fig. 5 that displays the six populations of strongly pumped atoms in the 2 3 S state for M =0 and M =0.5, in the absence of relaxation in the 2 3 S state (γ S r =0). In the absence of OP spin-temperature populations are obtained, as expected (see Sec. 2.2): all populations are equal to 1/6 for M =0 and adjacent populations (for sublevels with m ′ F −m F =1) have a constant ratio for M =0 (e.g., 3 for M =0.5). With the example of OP conditions chosen in Fig. 5 (double pass C 8 pumping with about 5 W/cm 2 of incident light intensity, yielding an effective pumping rate of order 4.8γ for the strongly pumped atoms), the addressed sublevel A 5 is efficiently depleted. All other sublevel populations are affected as well by the combined effects of 2 3 P radiative decay paths in the OP cycle (see, e.g., Fig. 2c ) and of hyperfine recoupling following ME collisions. In the 2 3 P state, with the same MEOP conditions, the computed populations are b 17 /a 5 =0.77 for the radiatively populated level and b j /b 17 =0.023 for the other levels (that are populated by collisions).
Such modifications of populations with respect to the spin-temperature distribution strongly affect the way resonant light is absorbed. The pump light absorption, that depends on the difference of populations of the involved sublevels (a 5 -b 17 in the case of Fig. 5 ), significantly
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Computed populations in the 2 3 S state for strongly pumped 3 He atoms at B=1 mT, for two values of M . Upper plots: populations a 5 and a 6 (F =1/2); lower plots: populations a 1 to a 4 (F =3/2). Black (left) bars: ST populations in the absence of OP. Red (right) bars: example of modified populations for strongly pumped atoms in a 1.33 mbar gas on the axis of the Gaussian pump beam (C 8 σ + pumping, W las =5 W, 1.33 cm fwhm diameter, 1.7 GHz fwhm spectral width; uniform n m = 10 −6 × N g =3.2×10 10 at/cm 3 ; l path =2×30 cm). Figure 6 .
Overall pump absorption coefficients at M =0 (upper black curves) and M =0.5 (lower red curves) for C 8 (dotted lines) and C 9 (solid lines) OP, computed as a function of incident power W las (same conditions as in Fig. 5 ).
decreases both with increasing M and with increasing pumping rate. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 , in which the overall pump light absorption coefficient, -ln T pump /l path , is displayed as a function of pump power (T pump is the computed pump transmittance for the absorbing gas, l path is twice the cell length in the double-pass configuration). Computations are made for parameters corresponding to typical conditions of the experiments reported in the next section. Overall transmittance T pump is computed by averaging over the transverse beam profile and over the two broad velocity classes. At fixed M , absorption significantly decreases at high light intensity: it is halved for W las =1 W in these conditions and would decrease more rapidly for a spectrally narrower laser or for a geometrically less expanded beam. Since it depends on γ ij /γ e , the departure from the spin-temperature distribution under the influence of OP occurs at lower intensities for lower gas pressures. Fig. 6 also shows that the pump absorption decrease observed for increasing polarisation at fixed OP power is different for C 8 and C 9 lines.
An important consequence of the redistribution of populations by the intense OP light concerns the applicability of optical detection methods based on absorption measurements of a 1083 nm probe beam [24] . M can be accurately inferred from measurement of populations in the 2 3 S state when a spin-temperature distribution prevails. An experimental study of the influence of OP-induced population changes on such optical methods is reported in a companion contribution in the same conference proceedings [32] .
Photon efficiency and angular momentum budget
Numerical computation of all populations in the 2 3 S and 2 3 P states is indeed sufficient to fully characterise both the effect of OP on the electronic and nuclear orientations and on the absorption of light by the gas. However, it is useful for the sake of discussion to separately consider the angular momentum transfer from OP light to atomic variables, the effects of
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As was briefly mentioned in the discussion of the OP cycle (section 2.4 and Fig 2c) , the net change of atomic angular momentum projection m F upon the absorption and emission of a photon, that we call the OP photon efficiency (PE) η, depends on several factors. In all situations PEs depend on the magnetic field through ratios of transition intensities. For any transition addressing a single Zeeman sublevel of the 2 3 S state, the PE does not depend on nuclear polarisation nor on OP intensity. This occurs for the C 8 line of 3 He and the D 0 line of 4 He at low field, and also for several high-field transitions. For the D 0 line, the PE additionally does not depend on pressure.
For C 8 , η only depends on the relaxation rate in the 2 3 P state:
where η K C8 =0.896 is evaluated from transition intensities in the limiting case of low-pressure OP (discussed by Kastler [33] ), i.e., when γ P r ≪ γ and η D C8 =0.5 is evaluated in the opposite limiting case of depopulation OP (a high pressure regime discussed by Dehmelt [34] ), i.e., when γ P r ≫ γ. For C 9 the overall PE is a weighted average of the efficiencies for absorption by the two 2 3 S Zeeman sublevels addressed by the pump, hence it depends on the ratio of their populations that in turn depends both on M and on OP intensity. For instance, for σ + pump light the PE is higher (and larger than 1) for A 1 than for A 2 . Furthermore, collisions in the 2 3 P state enhance the PE in this case by increasing the final m F value from -1/2 to 0 in the 2 3 P state. This is illustrated in Fig 7 for the M -dependence of η C9 at low pump intensity. With the 3 : 1 ratio (at B=0) of transition intensities from A 1 and from A 2 , the PE is higher (and enhanced by collisional redistribution in the 2 3 P state) at low M where absorption by A 1 dominates. The situation is reversed above M =0.5, where a 2 /a 1 =3 just compensates for the ratio of transition probabilities. Fig. 8 displays the power dependence of η C9 at fixed polarisations M =0 and M =0.5. Figure 8 . Computed power dependence of the PE of the C 9 line at M =0 (upper graph) and M =0.5 (lower graph) for the same three collisional regimes as in Fig. 7 . η C9 is here the spatial average of the PE in the cell, computed for the same pump beam parameters as in Fig. 5 .
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In high field the f ± 2 and OP lines f ± 4 consist, like C 9 , of several components having different individual PEs. As a result their overall PEs also depend on M and on OP light intensity. They are additionally sensitive to laser light detuning from the centre of the composite pump line. For instance, at M =0 and low pump intensity the PEs are computed, and have been checked [31, 35] , to be of order 1 for the f ± 2 lines and 0.5 for the f ± 4 lines. The PEs can be significantly increased by detuning the pump laser away from the less efficient component(s). This is also the case at finite M and for any pump power, which accounts for the higher OP performance systematically obtained in experiments with an appropriately detuned pump laser [31] .
As regards the ground state, the contribution of ME collisions to the rate equation describing the evolution of M is obtained by computing Tr n ρ g I z using Eqs. 3 and 4:
The nuclear polarisation is uniform in the ground state since relevant diffusion rates in a low pressure gas are usually much larger than typical rates of evolution for M . However both the nuclear polarisation I m and the metastable density n m can strongly vary over the volume of the cell, hence Eq. 17 involves a spatial average over the cell volume. Using (L k )=(−1, L − , L + , 1, −L − , −L + ), 4 where the field-dependent parameters L ± =cos 2 θ ± − sin 2 θ ± can be evaluated from the 2 3 S state mixing parameters θ − and θ + [24] , the nuclear polarisation I z m in the metastable state is directly derived from the computed populations. For B=0, the coefficients are L ± =±1/3. In high fields they weakly differ from 1, which reduces the flow rate of angular momentum: a large number of ME collisions is required to transfer a unit of angular momentum between ground state and 2 3 S state atoms [24, 35] . All other processes directly acting on the nuclear polarisation in the ground state tend to drive it to its (quasi-) null thermal equilibrium value with a relaxation rate Γ g . The total rate equation for the nuclear polarisation of ground state atoms is thus given by:
The skewing of the distribution of populations enforced by OP (see Fig. 5 ) provides the driving term in the build-up of nuclear polarisation from an initially unpolarised state. Conversely, if OP is interrupted in a polarised gas, relaxation in the 2 3 S state induces a loss of angular momentum that has to flow from the ground state reservoir of nuclear angular momentum. At low nuclear polarisation this loss is known to introduce for the ground state polarisation an additional decay with a rate Γ 0 ME such that [19] :
For an arbitrary polarisation M we introduce the factor f Γ defined by:
Polarisation decay in the plasma in the absence of OP is then described by:
Computed f Γ is found to be insensitive to plasma parameters (n m , N g , γ S r ) and to the magnetic field strength over a wide range of conditions. It universally decreases with polarisation and has the M 2 dependence plotted in Fig. 9 . The impact of this variation is discussed in Sect. 4.2 for a typical experimental polarisation decay. Figure 9 .
Computed decay rate factor f Γ in Eq. 20 characterising the deviation of ME-induced decay of M from the small M regime of Eq. 19.
The empirical fit f Γ =0.999−0.2340M 2 +0.0539M 4 is accurate to better than 4×10 −4 .
When OP is applied and losses occur in the 2 3 S state due to relaxation (γ S r =0), part of the angular momentum deposited by the OP cycles is dissipated and the remainder is transferred to the ground state. When a single sublevel is addressed by the OP (hence the PE is a constant) one can write a formula that conveniently accounts for this polarisation loss at finite M . For instance, for OP on the C 8 transition in low field the ME contribution (Eq.17) is written as:
The first term on the right hand side of Eq. 22 corresponds to angular momentum conservation in the absence of relaxation (γ S r =0, hence Γ 0 ME =0): the number of flipped nuclei per unit time, (N g V cell /2) dM/dt| ME , is just equal to the product of the PE, η C8 , by the number of absorbed photons per unit time, (1 − T pump ) I OP / ω ij . The choice of the form of the second term results from the fact that, for any distribution of populations resulting from the competition of ME, OP, and relaxation, the computed angular momentum loss in the 2 3 S state is very close, over the whole range of experimental parameters, to the one contributing to polarisation decay in the absence of OP (Eq. 20). Neglecting the difference between f ′ Γ and f Γ leads to a useful alternative form of Eq. 18:
The total polarisation loss rate, Γ R , is the sum of the decay rate Γ g (corresponding to relaxation processes directly acting on atoms in the ground state) and of the additional decay rate introduced by ME (Eq. 20, resulting from relaxation of populations in the 2 3 S state). At null polarisation the total loss term in Eq. 23 vanishes and the photon efficiency η C8 (that does not depend on M ) is very simply related to the growth rate of polarisation:
Eq. 23 can thus be rewritten so as to relate the total loss rate Γ R to directly measurable quantities:
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To be published in Journal of Physics: Conference Series polished windows, filled with pure 3 He gas after a standard cleaning protocol. We report here on results of studies performed at B=1 mT for three gas pressures: 0.63, 1.19, and 2.45 mbar. A rf discharge is sustained in the cell using two sets of alternating wire electrodes connected to a voltage transformer tuned to the rf frequency (of order 2 MHz). Partial amplitude modulation of the rf power (around 70 Hz) and lock-in detection are used to improve the sensitivity of the absorption measurements. For most experiments, a broadband 1083 nm fibre laser provides the OP pump power (Keopsys, 5 Watt model, 1.7 GHz fwhm). For enhanced OP efficiency the light is back-reflected for a second pass through the cell. After deflection by the circular polariser, the transmitted light is monitored for measurements of the absorbed pump power. A longitudinal optical detection method is used to measure the nuclear polarisation in the gas during experiments [32] . It is based on absorption measurements of two weak probe beams (provided by a 1083 nm DBR diode) arranged in a W-shaped path for convenience (see Fig.  10 ), having complementary σ + and σ − circular polarisations separately monitored using two photodiodes.
Examples of demodulated and processed signals obtained from the recordings of the photodiode output voltages are displayed in figure 11 Figure 11 . Two processed time recordings obtained from probe photodiode voltages for the 1.19 mbar cell. Left (resp., right) graphs: the probe laser is tuned to C 8 (resp., C 9 ). Both recordings are made with the OP beam (σ + -polarised, tuned to C 8 , W las =1.55 W) alternatively applied and blocked. Upper graphs: reduced absorption coefficients are computed from demodulated photodiode voltages (see Sec. 3.5 in [32] ). Lower graphs: time evolutions of the apparent polarisations M app are computed from the signals in the upper graphs using Eqs. 3 and 5 of [32] . When the pump is blocked M app is equal to the ground state polarisation M . When the pump is applied the instant increase in M app reveals the departure from a spintemperature situation and the overpolarisation of the 2 3 S state. This increase is larger when the pump and the probe address the same Zeeman sublevels (left versus right bottom graphs).
display reduced absorption coefficients (-ln T /-ln T (M =0) ) of the probe beams. Initially M =0 and both components are equally absorbed. Then, during the polarisation build-up, the absorption of the σ + -polarised beam steadily decreases because of the decrease of the populations of sublevels with m F <0 (a 1 , a 2 , and a 5 ). Additional transient decrease of absorption is observed whenever the Preprint -April 2011 To be published in Journal of Physics: Conference Series pump light is applied, which results from the strong distortion of the distribution of populations by intense OP (see Fig. 5 ). The sublevel A 5 is the most depleted and the 2 3 P sublevel B 17 is the most populated by the pump light. Probe light absorption is thus strongly decreased for the σ + component of the C 8 -tuned probe beam, and much less for the σ + component of the C 9 -tuned probe beam. Conversely, OP light and growing polarisation both tend to overpopulate sublevels with m F >0 and thus to enhance the absorption of the σ − -polarised probe beam light. After reaching a maximum, absorption of the C 8 probe light would vanish at M =1 while absorption of the C 9 probe light would be enhanced by a factor of 4.5 compared to M =0. These data provide a clear manifestation of the spin-temperature enforced distribution of populations in the absence of OP and of the overpolarisation induced by the pumping light in the 2 3 S state. Similar recordings have also been performed with the probe laser detuned from resonance in order to address atoms of different velocity classes. This can be used to obtain quantitative information on velocity-selective OP effects and to evaluate the relevance and the limitations of the simple two-class model introduced in Section 2.4.
The lower graphs in Fig. 11 display the apparent polarisations M app computed from the ratios of reduced absorption signals by assuming a spin-temperature distribution of populations (Eqs. 8 and 9). They show sawtooth patterns, with rising M app (always overestimating the growing M ) when the OP light is applied and decaying M when the OP beam is blocked. Such sets of data are used to accurately relate M app to M for given OP conditions and choice of probe line. They are also used to test the MEOP model. Comparison to the computed apparent polarisations is quite satisfactory, with for instance a difference between computed and measured M app values that do not exceed 0.015 for these experiments.
Characterisation of build-up and decay of polarisation
A standard MEOP experiment consists in monitoring transmitted pump and probe beam powers for selected rf intensity for the discharge, OP power and line, and probe laser line (C 8 or C 9 ). A typical recording of polarisation build-up and decay is displayed in Fig. 12 . Figure 12 . Time evolution of the apparent polarisation M app in the 1.19 mbar cell, monitored using a C 8 -tuned probe. OP is applied from t=91 s to t=330 s (C 8 line, W las =1.55 W). At t=570 s, the remaining polarisation is suddenly destroyed by enhanced nuclear relaxation (obtained by placing a small magnet close to the cell).
The build-up part is best discussed using Fig. 13a , in which the true polarisation M is inferred from M app by applying the empirical correction function determined from the dedicated measurement of M app -M in the same OP conditions (Fig. 11) . The difference of M to the equilibrium polarisation M eq =0.67 that is reached in steady-state in this experiment is plotted in semi-log scale (Fig. 13a ). Departure from a straight line reveals a non-exponential approach of M towards M eq , systematically observed at low magnetic fields. The changing slope of the curve corresponds to a build-up rate Γ build =(dM/dt)/(M eq -M ) that decreases while M grows towards M eq . Fig. 13b displays values of dM/dt inferred from a running fit of the polarisation data. It is not a straight line and the local slope (Γ build , data not shown) is found to decrease
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with M quite linearly, from 0.19 s −1 at M =0 to 0.06 s −1 at M =M eq . The absorbed pump power, that is simultaneously recorded in the experiment, is plotted in Fig. 13c as a function of the polarisation. Due to the time constant set for high signal to noise ratio in this experiment, no meaningful absorption value is obtained during the first second of pumping. Still, pump absorption clearly decreases by a factor of order 4 when M increases from 0 to M eq . The decay part of the recording in Fig. 12 is best discussed using Fig. 14a , where decaying polarisation is plotted in semi-log scale. When the pump is blocked (after t=330 s), M app =M can be accurately fit by an exponential function decaying to 0 (with a rms difference below 3×10 −4 ). This is a generic feature of polarisation decays in rf discharges, for which constant Γ decay are obtained in all operating conditions and over a wide range of measured decay rates (10 −4 −10 −1 s −1 ).
During decay a spin-temperature distribution of populations prevails and the populations are precisely known (Eqs. 8 and 9). The measured transmitted powers can thus be used to obtain the value of the metastable number density n m (integrated along the probe path). Absolute transmittances are obtained only when the rf discharge is turned off but relative changes are reliably derived from demodulated signals at all times. This is used to obtain the data in Fig. 14b where the 2 3 S number density n m exhibits an approximate M 2 -dependence during polarisation decay. The significant change in n m (-15% when M decays from 0.67 to 0), that may for instance be attributed to the inhibiting effect of polarisation on Penning ionising collisions, induces an identical change of Γ 0 ME (Eq. 19) that is not compensated by the variation of the factor f Γ (Fig. 9) in Eq. 21. The change in n m also indicates that the plasma conditions are modified and suggests that Γ g may vary with polarisation. Altogether, since Γ decay =Γ g + f Γ Γ 0 ME , the precisely exponential character of decays recorded in very different experimental situations is puzzling and can certainly not be attributed to an accidental compensation for these independently varying quantities.
Steady-state polarisation and ground state nuclear relaxation
Steady-state nuclear polarisation M eq is asymptotically reached when the ME contribution to the time evolution of M (Eq. 17) is just balanced by the direct relaxation term −Γ g M in Eq. 18. Figure 15 displays computed values of this ME contribution for C 8 and C 9 OP and conditions corresponding to the recording of Fig. 12 Figure 15 . ME contributions to the evolution of M (Eq. 17) are computed as a function of M for OP on C 9 (solid black line) and C 8 (dotted red line) lines and plasma conditions specified in the text.
The semi-log scale is used for convenient comparison of small values at large M . In this representation, the linear functions y=Γ g M are not straight lines (upper curve: Γ g =0.033 s −1 ; lower curve: Γ g =1.83×10 −3 s −1 ). The vertical arrows point at the corresponding steady-state values M eq on the M -axis. state relaxations are assumed to equally contribute to the measured polarisation decay of Fig. 14: Γ 0 ME = Γ g =Γ decay /2. If one assumes, as usual, that nuclear relaxation of ground state atoms is not affected by the presence of the OP light, M eq is graphically found to be of order 0.9 in Fig. 15 (at the crossing of the computed ME contribution with the lower of the two curves y=Γ g M ). This value is found to be almost independent (±0.03 at most) of the chosen 2 3 S relaxation rate,
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To be published in Journal of Physics: Conference Series provided that Γ 0 ME +Γ g =Γ decay . It is much higher than the steady-state polarisation measured in the 1.19 mbar cell, M eq =0.67. This experimental value can be obtained at steady-state using the MEOP model only by assuming that Γ g is much larger (here, 0.033 s −1 , corresponding to the upper of the two curves y=Γ g M ) with the OP beam than without it .
Discrepancies are systematically obtained between experimental results and M eq values computed with the MEOP model assuming that ground state relaxation is not affected by OP This is illustrated in Fig. 16 for a series of measurements in the other two cells used in this study. Computed results weakly depend on input parameters such as the spatial distribution of W las (W) Figure 16 . Measured (symbols) and computed (lines) values of the steadystate polarisations M eq are plotted as a function of the incident pump power W las for OP on C 8 in the 0.63 mbar cell (green stars and dotted line) and on C 9 in the 2.45 mbar cell (red circles and solid line). Computations are made for the parameters of the experiments (n m =1.1 and 4.2×10 16 at/m 3 and Γ R =Γ decay = 2.9 and 13×10 −3 s −1 at low and high pressure, corresponding to a weak and a rather intense discharge, respectively). 2 3 S atoms in the cells, the relaxation rates γ S r and γ P r , the OP laser spectral and geometrical profiles, etc. Assuming a significant, power-dependent increase of Γ g during OP is the only way to reproduce experimental M eq data with the MEOP model.
In the case of OP on the C 8 line, the angular momentum budget approach of Sec. 3 relating the total loss rate Γ R introduced in Eq. 23 to directly measured quantities provides a modelindependent and parameter-free approach to evaluate Γ R during polarisation build-up (using Eq. 25) and at steady-state polarisation (using Eq. 26). When applied to the recording of Fig. 12 (C 8 pumping) , Eq. 26 yields Γ R =0.047 s −1 at M =M eq . Given the uncertainties on the extrapolations at M =0 in Figs. 13b and 13c, this is in good agreement with the result obtained using the MEOP model for the Fig. 15 experiment where an OP-enhanced relaxation rate Γ R =0.0347 s −1 is required to account for the experimental observations. Here both inferred values of Γ R are about 10 times higher than Γ decay .
When the angular momentum approach is applied to a full build-up recording to directly infer total loss rates from the measured pump transmittances and M growth rates (using Eq. 25) a time-dependent series of values for Γ R is obtained that includes the value derived at M eq as an end-point. Remarkably consistent sets of data are obtained when they are plotted as a function of the absorbed pump powers, as displayed in Fig. 17 that compiles the results from 13 C 8pumping experiments performed at various incident pump powers in the three cells. At high pump powers all data collapse to a common line with Γ R proportional to the absorbed power and OP-enhanced relaxation rates Γ R reach values that are up to two orders of magnitude larger than Γ decay . At very low pump powers Γ R would indeed recover the respective Γ decay values measured in each cell for the chosen weak rf discharge level.
The full results of this study, performed for various discharge intensities and in fields up to 30 mT, will be reported elsewhere. They show a large and consistent increase of the ground state nuclear relaxation with the absorbed OP power. It is also worth comparing this with preliminary evidence of the same behaviour that has been obtained in MEOP studies at higher
To be published in Journal of Physics: Conference Series gas pressures and applied fields [13, 35] . Figure 18 , adapted from Fig. 6 .21 of [31] , displays Γ R values inferred from the comparison of measured and computed M eq data in a 32 mbar 5 cm×5 cm cell (using the MEOP model as shown in Fig. 15 ). At this pressure, MEOP is quite inefficient at low field (M eq =0.11 with 2 W OP on the C 9 line at 3 mT) where rather large decay rates are measured (here, Γ decay =13×10 −3 s −1 ), even for weak rf discharges. Still, OP-enhanced relaxation is observed and results are consistent with those presented in Fig. 17 if the appropriate cell length scaling is applied. Another striking feature is that high-field MEOP, which operates quite efficiently (M eq =0.56 with 0.5 W OP at 1.5 T in the same cell) and with reduced decay rates (here, Γ decay =0.67×10 −3 s −1 ), also gives rise to a strong OP-light-enhanced relaxation. This is currently being investigated at still higher pressures and magnetic field in Cracow [14, 15, 36] .
Concluding remarks
We have described the main features of a comprehensive model that has been developed to account for the detailed features of MEOP in 3 He and in isotopic mixtures over a broad range of experimental conditions regarding field strength, gas pressure, pump laser intensity, and spectral characteristics. Selected results have been presented to illustrate the satisfactory agreement obtained bewteen computed and experimental data. The model has a limited number of free parameters and can be used for quantitative predictions of MEOP performance in gas polarisers (polarisations, growth rates, and magnetisations, with or without gas flow in OP cells) when reliable input values are available. The model is used as a unified frame to understand, for instance, the surprisingly good MEOP results obtained in very high magnetic fields in spite of the strong hyperfine decoupling
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To be published in Journal of Physics: Conference Series that tends to impede the transfer of angular momentum from the absorbed polarised light to the 3 He nuclei. The same high photon efficiency (of order 1) is obtained at all field strengths, which is a key factor in a global angular momentum budget. Since lower nuclear relaxation rates are obtained when a high field is applied to a rf discharge, in particular at high gas pressures where ME collisional couplings are advantageously increased, this high photon efficiency provides high nuclear polarisations over a broader range of operating conditions, hence of potential applications of the MEOP technique. Consistent experimental observations of strongly OP-enhanced polarisation loss rates, quantitatively inferred from the measured MEOP dynamics using the model or the angular momentum budget approach, provide solid evidence of a new nuclear relaxation process. The additional loss rates account for the surprising experimental fact that the achieved steady-state polarisations hardly increase when higher pump powers are used, in spite of higher pumping rates. Search for the physical origin of this light-induced relaxation that occurs at low and high field strengths is under way, with dedicated optical tools used to probe plasma changes during MEOP. Finding ways to alleviate this limiting relaxation problem could open the way to improved performance of the MEOP technique, both in terms of record polarisations and of increased throughput for gas polarisers.
